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451   OTHER EDITION IN THE SAME MEDIUM 

The specifications below are in addition to those given at the beginning of this block under 4-- 
STRUCTURE OF LINKING ENTRY FIELDS. 

Field Definition 

This field is used to link the item being catalogued to another edition, state or version of that 
item that is in the same medium, such as another printed edition produced in a different 
language, or to link a print to another impression derived from the same plate. 

Notes on Field Contents 

This field may be used to link to other editions of continuing resources (EX 1) or monographs 
(EX 2). 

Related Fields 

452 OTHER EDITION IN ANOTHER MEDIUM 

Field 452 also expresses links to other editions or versions of the item being 
catalogued; however, these other editions are in a different medium. For example the 
item being catalogued is a printed book and the other edition is in microform. 

Examples 

EX 1: Embedded fields technique 
200 1#$aCamera 
451 #0$1011##$a0373-9740$15301#$aCamera$b(Édition française) 
451 #0$1011##$a0366-7073$15301#$aCamera$b(English edition) 
 
Standard subfields technique 
200 1#$aCamera 
451 #0$x0373-9740$tCamera (Édition française) 
451 #0$x0366-7073$tCamera (English edition) 

A continuing resource Camera is published in three language editions. In the record of 
the German edition, a link is made to the English and French editions by means of 
repeated 451 fields which include the ISSN and key title of each. 

EX 2: Embedded fields technique 
200 1#$aPrefaces to the experience of literature... 
305 ##$aOriginally published: New York : Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1979 
451 #0$1001BLN6956090$12001#$aPrefaces to the experience of 
literature$1210##$aNew York$cHarcourt Brace Jovanovich$d1979 
 
Standard subfields technique 
200 1#$aPrefaces to the experience of literature... 
305 ##$aOriginally published: New York : Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1979 
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451 #0$0BLN6956090$tPrefaces to the experience of literature$cNew York$nHarcourt 
Brace Jovanovich $d1979 
The agency preparing the record makes links to the records of earlier editions of items 
if they already exists on the database, although it also enters bibliographic history notes 
in the record. Thus there is no need to generate a note from the 451 field. BLN6956090 
is the record identifier of the earlier edition. 

EX 3: Embedded fields technique 
200 1#$aDescriptio Vrbis Romae novissima A.D. MDCX$fJoannes Maius delineavit 
A.D. 1599 
210 ##$a[S.l.]$c[s.n.]$d1610 
300 ##$aRist. Dell'ed.: Roma : Lorenzo della Vaccharia, 1600 
311 ##$a2.stato con le modifiche alle chiese di S.Pietro e S. Sebastiano 
451 #0$1700#1$aMaggi$bGiovanni$f 1566-1618$12001#$aDescriptio Vrbis Romae 
novissima A.D. MDCX$1210##$a[Roma]$d1600 
 
Standard subfields technique 
200 1#$aDescriptio Vrbis Romae novissima A.D. MDCX$fJoannes Maius delineavit 
A.D. 1599 
210 ##$a[S.l.]$c[s.n.]$d1610 
300 ##$aRist. Dell'ed.: Roma : Lorenzo della Vaccharia, 1600 
311 ##$a2.stato con le modifiche alle chiese di S.Pietro e S. Sebastiano 
451 #0$aMaggi, Giovanni, 1566-1618$tDescriptio Vrbis Romae novissima A.D. 
MDCX$c[Roma]$d1600 

This example illustrates the use of 451 to link two different impressions of prints made 
from the same plate. The record describes a print published in 1610 linked to a record 
describing a print made in 1600. The 311 note explains the relationship. 

 

 


